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Abstract

This paper examines the hypothesis that bequest saving will neutralize

the effect of a government debt or an unfunded social security system on an

economy's aggregate capital accumulation. We develop an infinite-time-horizon

model in which family bequest behavior is based on utility maximization and in

which a random component in the (labor) earning ability of each household

plays a central role. We then demonstrate that in our framework a national

debt or social security system can decrease a society's steady-state capital

intensity -- with bequest behavior augmenting rather than counterbalancing the

drop.





National Debt, Social Security,

and Bequests

Barro's (1974) influential art'icle "Are Government Bonds Net Wealth?" shows

that if each family's utility-maximization problem yields an "interior-solution"

bequest, a goverr.ient debt or unfunded social security system will tend not to

affect aggregate capital accumulation. The same line of reasoning has potential

applications in other contexts. For example, Calvo, Kotlikoff, and Rodriguez

(1979) invoke Barro's ideas to cast doubt on Feldstein's (1977) conclusion that

a tax on property rents may eventually be partly shifted.

The purpose of this paper is to attempt to show, however, that for an endless

economy, Barro's arguments may be relevant only in the short run. Using the

bequest theory developed in Laitner (1979a, b, c), we construct a decentralized

growth model. We then prove that the model's components compel the existence of

"corner-solution" bequests for a positive fraction of the failies in each cohort

of a steady state. If the fraction is tiny, the transition interval between

steady states -- following a change in the national debt, for instance -- might

be very long, and during the adjustment's early stages Barro's model might supply

fairly accurate predictions about actual behavior. Nevertheless, we show that

for a comparative-steady-state analysis, the difference between all "interior-

solution" bequests and even a minuscule number of "corner solutions" can be

very great. (In other words, steady-state policy results can change "discontinuously"

as we are forced to deviate from Barro's assumption of all "interior solutions.")

Our model -- which focuses exclusively on steady states -- demonstrates, in

fact, that bequest behavior may well augment, rather than neutralize, the long-.

run consequences of national debt or social security.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section I sets up our household

bequest model, and Section II develops sufficient conditions for the existence

of a unique steady-state equilibrium. Sections III and IV then introduce govern-
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ment debt and an unfunded social securiLty system. Section V concludes the

analysis.



I. Family Bequests

In this section we present our model of household behavior. Section' II

incorporates the model into a simple general equilibrium framework.

Assumptions

Our household model has three basic elements.

The first is a direct utility function, which all households employ, and which

each seeks to maximize. For a given generation-0 family, the arguments of the

function include the family's own lifetime consumption, say, C0 1 ; the lifetime

consumption figures for its n offspring, say, C1 1 ,'..., Cln; the lifetime consump-

tion figures for its n - n second-generation descendants, say, C2 1 ,..., C2,n-n'

and so on. As is standzrd in microeconomic analysis, only consumption variables

1/directly affect the household's utility.-

We assume that the direct utility function is additively separable and that all

descendants in any given cohort receive equivalent treatment. Thus,

i
n

U = x. - u.(C..).

i=0 j=1 11

Letting Koopmans' (1960) "stationarity postulate" apply for sequences of cohorts

(see note 2 of Laitner (1979a)),

i

U = h -nu(C..)
i=l j=l ii

some he(0,1). (1)

These restrictions plus conventional concavity and monotonicity properties for u(-)

suffice for the consumption-loan analysis in Laitner (1979c). To accomodate produc-

tion~and technical progress here, however, we assume that in line (1)

u(C) = C /B for 8 < 1, 8 # 0,

2/
or u(C) = ln(C).- (2)
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We sometimes refer to the logarithmic specification as the " = 0 case."

The second element of our family bequest model is an exogenously given random

variable Z, For the time being (see Section IV), suppose each family lives a

single period. Let Y be the labor income of the C -.family above. Let wi be

the wage rate in period i. Then we assume Y is the product of w. and an indepen-

dent sampling, say, Zi, from Z: Y = w Z , We assume Z has a given density.

function p(Z) such that p(+) is continuous on an interval [ZL, ZU ] (0,co); P( = 0

off of the interval; and for some pL > 0, p(Z) PL all Z E[ZL, ZU 1. The random

variable Z reflects intra-cohort differences in motivation, ability, etc.

For the sake of simplicity we let "descent" be traced only through male off-

spring. Thus, only males can inherit from their parents and, for example, the

C1 , j = 1,...,n figures of line (1) refer solely to the consumption of families of

male offspring. Each household can then receive at most one inheritance, say,

I . (See Laitner (1979c) for generalizations to dual inheritances with random
iJ

mating patterns.) We call W with
iJ

W . = Y . + I.
iJ ij iJ

the "total wealth" of family (i, j). Normalizing,

Xi , Z. +I .w

with w± - Xi. = W.,.. The exogenous distribution of Z together with utility-maximiz-

ing household behavior will determine the distribution of X.

In addition to affecting the distribution of X directly, the variable Z plays

a basic role as follows. Suppose one plus the rate of labor-augmenting technical

change is y >1, and suppose we have a steady state with w.= ywv all i. Then

if ZL = ZU, there will be no positive bequests in the steady state because h < 1 in

line (1) .~- If ZL ZL .z ZU, on the other hand, diminishing marginal utility may

cause families with very favorable samplings from Z to share par t of their good luck
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with their "descendants." Even generation-t families with only moderate labor

incomes may want to leave bequests to partially "insure" their "descendants"

against very unlucky samplings from wt+ Z all s > 1. To allow the possibility

of some positive bequests, we henceforth assume yZL 'ZU'

The third key element of our household model is a nonnegativity requirement

4/
for all bequests.- This can be viewed as an institutionally imposed constraint:

5/
sons are not legally bound to pay the debts of their fathers in our society.-

Some such restriction is necessary to make family budget constraints meaningful:

If there is no lower bound on bequests, a time-0 family can set C01 = 0 and be-

queath an infinite debt. The family will know its n first-generation "descendants"

can do likewise, setting = all j = 1,...,n and bequeathing their debts and

their parents'. Future "descendants" can do the same. With an infinite time

horizon for the economy, no generation of "descendants" will actually have to

settle its debts.

The indirect utility function

Let W be the "total wealth" and V(-) the indirect utility function of a given

generation-0 family. Suppose the economy is in a steady state with w. = y .w

all i for some known w and with 1 plus the interest rate on bequests passed from

period i to i + 1 equaling a known number r for all i. Let the (exogenous) distri-

bution of Z, DZ, be known as well. Our generation-C family must perceive C.. all
ZJ

i > 0, which depend on Y.. all i > 0, to be random variables. Assume utility-
i

maximizing behavior prevails for families in all generations and V(W) equals the

maximized expected value of U3 -- see line (1) -- given W. Then if y = 1,

v(W) = Max{u(W - B) + n - h - E[V(wZ + rB/n)]}
B>C

where E[-] is the expected value operator and u(-) is the function of line (2).

We will generally not include w, r, and D as arguments of V(-) in the interests
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of simplicity. We do nQt need to suer separate terms for the n first-generation

male offspring on the right-hand side of the equation because each Z is an

independent sampling from the same distribution.

Suppose y > 1. Let V(') be the indirect utility function for a generation-0

household, and let tV(') apply for tie-t households. Then we expect tV(W) > V(W)

all W if t > 1. In fact, our isoelastic direct utility function yields

1 V(W) = Y $- V(W/y)

(or, if S = 0, 1 V(W) = V(W/y) + ln(y)/(1-h)). Thus, our functional equation for

y 1 can be generalized to

V(W) = Max{u(W - B) + nh - E [V(wZ + rBi(ny))]} (3)
B>0

(or

V(W) = Max{ln(W - B) + Inh/(1-h)] -ln(y) + nh E[V(wZ + rB/ny) ]}.)
B>0

The last term on the right-hand side of line (3) equals

nh E[ 1 V(wyZ + rB/n)].

When we use line (3) to determine V(e) below, for any t

tv(w) = YStV(W/yt) (4)

(or, if S = 0,

tv(W) = [t/(1-h)] -ln(y) + V(Wfyt))

Let

VLW)i=20(nh) -*u(wy Z).

Define
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M(W) = W

i+1(W = (r/n) - M ()+ WY +1 Uall i >0.

Let

VU(W) = (nh) -*u(M ()
i= 0

Then it is not difficult to see that we must have

VL(W) < V(W) < VU(W)

if W > wZ.-6 (5)-f L)

Thus, lines (3 and (5) are "necessary conditions" which V(-) must obey.

In fact, they are also sufficient to uniquely define V(-) if we assume

O < nhy < 1 (A)

and

o < nh(r/n) < 1 when Be (0,1) . (A')

(Line (5) shows that when u(wyt ZL) > 0 some t, condition (A) is required for a

finite V(.). Line (5) also shows that if (A) and (A') both hold, V(-) will be

finite. ) We have

Proposition 1: If assumptions (A) and (A') hold, there exists a unique, finite,

increasing, strictly concave function V(') satisfvin lines (3) and (5) for all

W > wZL.

Laitner (1979a) contains a proof.

If V(-) is nondecreasing and concave, the right-hand side of equation (3)

uniquely defines a function B(W) (or B(W,Dz), B(W,DwZ,r), etc.) giving the utility--
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maximizing bequest of a generation-0 family with "total wealth" W. If wt= t

time-t families use y - B(W/yt,D ) rather than B(W, D ) -- and the former can be

8/
developed from the right-hand side of line (3) .- Laitner (1979a, b, and c) develop

a number of characterizations of B(*). In this paper we need only

Proposition 2: Suppose (A) and (A') hold. Let W > wZ. Then

(i) B(-) _is continuous and nondecreasing in W;

(ii) B(xW, D ) = x - B(W, D ) an x > 0;

(iii) if c c(r) = (hr)l/(1 -)/y < 1, and if Y* = wZL/c, Max{0, c - (W - Y*)} >

rB3(W)/(ny); an,

(iv) if_ > 0, B(W, DZ, r) is nondecreasing in r.

Laitner (1979a) contains proofs of parts (i) - (iii); the appendix of this paper

proves part (iv).



II. A Complete Economy

In this section we combine our model of family behavior and an aggregate

production function. There is no government sector yet, Although Laitner (1979a)

provides a proof of the existence of a steady state for such a model if there are

no restrictions on S (see line (2)) or on the precise form of the production

function, we assume the function is Cobb-Douglas and S > 0. These constraints

enable us to establish uniqueness as well as existence. Uniqueness, in turn, leads

to unambiguous comparative-static outcomes in Sections III and IV.

The national distribution of wealth

We first examine the evolution of the national distribution of "wealth."

Let DWt give the national distribution of "total wealth" figures for families

at any time t. Then if w and r are fixed and wt = Ytw all t,

Wy t (r/n) - B(WO, DwZ) + wyZ.

For time t, using part (ii) of Proposition 2,

W ti(r/n) - B(W D D t-1 ) + wy Z. (6)

We will say the economy has reached a steady state if w and r are constant (and

known), wt equals the marginal revenue product of labor at time t (where labor

t
is measured in natural units), w=t= y w all t, r - 1 equals the marginal revenue

product of capital at all times, and Wt+ 1  t all t. Thus, if

WO=

in a steady state,

Wt oWY Xall t.

Returning to line (6), in a steady state we will have

tt-]~ t~
wy X ' (r/n) -B(wy X, D t ) +wy Z

wy Z
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for some random variable X. Using part (ii) of Proposition 2, we can divide

through by wyt and obtain

X t (r/ny) B(X, D1) + Z, (7)

To prove the existence of a steady state, therefore, we must prove the existence

of a pair (DX, r) satisfying line (7) and consistent with production conditions.

Recall (from Proposition 2) that

c -Mc(r) =(hr)

If assumptions (A) and (A') hold and r is such that c(r) < 1, there will be a

unique distribution DX(r) such that (DX(r) , r) satisfies line (7).

Proposition 3: Suppose (A) and (A') hold and c(r) < 1. Then there exists a unique

distribution D with X(r) satisfying line (7). There are no cycling quasi-
X(r) --.--

stationary distributions that satisf (7). All realizations of X(r) fall in

[ZL, XU(r)I] where XU(r) = ZU/[1 - c(r)].

Laitner (1979a) contains a proof of this proposition.

Let the number of families started at time t be Pt. We know from Section I

that the population growth rate is n - 1. So

P t = 0 n. (8)

Since each family (i,j) supplies Z.. units of labor, we assume the aggregate

natural labor supply at time t is

L. t -PE[Z]. (9)

(Note that although each family line is affected by the randomness of Z, Lt is non-

stochastic, as, in consequence, is the evolution of the economy as a whole.)

Letting Et be the aggregate supply measured in "augmented" units,

Et tyLt 't-P - E[Z]. (10)
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Supposing assumptions (A) and (A') hold and the economy is in a steady state,

let a(r,t) give the following ratio: the numerator is the aggregate value --

measured in time-t wage units -- of bequests carried within family lines from

period t to t + 1; the denominator is the population at time t. The bounds of

Proposition 3 show we can appeal to the law of large numbers to treat a(-) as a

(unique) non-stochastic function --

a(r,0) = E[B(X(r),Dz,r)], (11)

a(r,t) = a(r,0) all t. (12)

Since all bequests are nonnegative,

a(r,t) > 0 all t.

Propositions 2 and 3 enable us to prove that a(-) is continuous in r and that

it has an asymptote at r = r where r is such that -

c(r) = 1.

Proposition 4: Suppose (A) holds, (A') holds, and rE[l,r). Then a(r,t) all t and

E[X(r)] are continuous in r and limyrt a(r,t) = c an t.

Propositions 6 and 7 of Laitner (1979a) (and line (7)) provide a proof.

To establish the uniqueness of a steady state below, we also need

Proposition 5: Suppose (A) holds, (A') holds, rs[1,r), and >_ 0. Then a(r,t)

is a nondecreasing function of_ r. The same is true for E(X(r)].

A proof (based on part (iv) of Proposition 2) is given in the appendix of this paper.

Product ion

As stated, we adopt a.Cobb-Douglas aggregate production function:



t = F(Kt' t) = (Kt)ctt)l-a

as(0,l) (13)

where Qt is the net national product and Kt is the aggregate capital stock (measured

in the same units as Qt), We assuie net total investment and aggregate consumption

sum toQt at each time t.

Normalizing the current price of a unit of net national product to 1 in each

period, for a steady state we must have

r-1= a.-(Kt t a-1allt, (14)

w= (1 - a (Kt/Ea all t.' (15)

()We must also have the value of assets carried by the household sector (as bequests)

from each period t to t + I just equal to the physical capital stock at time t + 1:

Kt+l = a(r,t) ,wytpt.

Using line (12), this becomes

a(r,0) = Kt+1t(w tP) = nyE[Z] . Kt+1/(Et+1) all t. (16)

Combining lines (15) and (16),

a(r,O) = [nyE[Z]/(1 - a)]-(Kt/Et a

Looking at line (14), this gives

a(r,O) =[nYE[Z]/(1 -ca)] - ct/(r - 1)] =g(r). (17)

Line (14) also shows

r - I > 0.

Thus, we can graph the right-hand side of line (17) as a single hyperbola in Figure 1.
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Given assumptions (A) and (A'), Proposition 4 shows the graph of a(r,0) will be
A

continuous and will have an asymptote at r = r. Proposition 5 shows that if S > 0,

the graph of a(r,0) will be nondecreasing as well.

Given assumption (A) and

nY > 1, (A*)

Figure 1 will then establish the existence of a steady state at some r*s(l,r) if

we can show (i) r > 1 and (ii) assumption (A') holds for all r < r. In fact, Laitner

(1979a) shows that (A) and (A*) imply r > ny > 1. We have

nh(r/n) = nh(hr/hn) (nh)1- rh) = (nhy )

[rh/Yl- = (nhy ) [c(r)~ I .

So, (A) and (A*) also guarantee (ii). Proposition 8 of Laitner (1979a) shows steady-

state values of r with r > r are impossible. Thus, Figure 1 indicates that if

S > 0, the pictured steady-state r*E(l,r) will be unique. This establishes

Proposition 6: Suppose assumptions (A) and (A*) hold. Then there exists a stead
A

state with r*e(l,r) . If_ > 0, the steady state is unique.

We have, therefore, proven the existence and, if S > 0, uniqueness of a steady
A

state. Our discussion shows bequest behavior puts an upper limit, r - 1, on the

steady-state interest rate. The limit is above the golden-rule level ny - 1.

More important for our purposes, however, is the fact that Proposition 2 enables

us to establish the following resu~lt:

Proposition 7: Suppose (A) and (_A*) hold and the economy has reached a steady

state with I~ tX all t. Then part (iii) of_ Proposition 2 shows a_ generation-t

t 10/
family with "wealth" W <_ wy ZL/c(r) will not wish to leave a positive bequest- Yet,

t~t
for some c > 0, Pr{wy X < wy ZL/c(r)} > G all t.



a(r,0)

[

i

i

i
g (x)

I r

1 r

Figure 1- The supply and demand for assets
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In other words, in a steady state not all of the families in any cohort will

want to leave nonzero bequests (or will be on the "borderline" of doing so).

Proposition 10 of Laitner (1979a) provides a proof.

An intertemporal manifestation of the same phenomenon is

Proposition 8: Suppose (A) and (A*) hold and the economy has reached a steady

state at time 0. At each t we label the "total wealth" figures for all families

with Wt',' = j '''Pt. We s the family with "wealth" W . is an "ancestor" of

a family with "wealth" Wt, t > s, if the latter family is a "descendant" of the

former. Let Ntbe the expected at time 0 number of generation-t families such

that Wt >Y* WY Z/c(r) and W > Y* for all "ancestors" with s = 0, ... , t - 1.tj -t L _ 5--

Let N* = Nt/P . Then lim N* =0.
t t tt

Proposition 8 is proven in the appendix to this paper. It shows that in a steady

state, the percentage of cohort-t families which are connected to generation-0

households via "ancestral" sequences of positive or 0 but "borderline" bequests

shrinks to 0 as t + o.

We now add a government sector to our model.



III. national Debt

In this section we briefly discuss an infinite-time-horizon version of

Barro's (1974) analysis of national debt and bequests. Then we modify the frame-

work of Section II to include public debt and show that declines in steady-state

average bequests (measured in wage units) and in the steady-state aggregate capital-

to-"effective" labor ratio can result.

Barro's model

Barro argues that household bequest behavior will tend to eliminate any effect

of government debt on aggregate (physical) capital accumulation. The reasoning in

the case of an endless economy might run as follows. - Suppose the government

issues $1 worth of bonds at time 0, gives the sales proceeds to existing households,

and warns the public to expect future tax increases sufficient to cover debt-service

12/
obligations.-- We can think of the bonds as consols. Suppose any redistributions

steming from disparities within lines of "descent" between the current government

gift and the present value of new tax liabilities are of "second-order"'

importance. Finally, suppose that all families (in all cohorts) will desire to

leave bequests in the absence of government actions, or will be on the "borderline"

of doing so -- in Barro's terminology, that all bequest transfers are "operative."

Then if a family receives $x from the government and learns that the present value

of future tax liabilities within its line of "descent" will change by the same

amount, all first-order conditions implicit in the definition of its V(-) will

continue to hold after the bond issue if and only if the family sets aside the whole

sum it receives to cover the new taxes. Thus savings will rise (now and in the

future) by just enough to finance the governent debt -- the physical capital stock

remaining unchanged.

The steady-state consequences of national debt in our model

Propositions 7 and 8 show that'in our model Barro's assumption of universally
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"operative bequest transfers" cannot hold. This result emerges because we

require that bequests be nonnegative, we assume that there is a distribution of

labor incomes within each cohort, and we place a minimum of w ZL with ZL > 0 on

any time-t family's labor earnings. Thus, a long sequence of unlucky samplings

from Z within a family line can lead to a household having such a low "total

wealth" figure relative to the minimum labor income of each of its "descendants".

that it will choose a "corner solution" bequest. Rather than merely reiterating

Propositions 7 and 8, however, we now incorporate government debt into the model

of Section II and investigate the changes which result.

Let Dt be the time-t government debt (measured in current dollars). Suppose

the government first issued debt at time t = -T, transferred the debt-sales proceeds

at time -T to the public, and has not engaged in any spending or transfer programs

since. Suppose taxes for t > -T have been used only to meet debt-interest obliga-

tions in the manner specified below. We assume the government pays the same rate of

interest as private-sector participants. To facilitate the analysis of steady

states, we also assume

D = (ny) D all t > -T. (18)
t 0 _

Suppose all tax revenues come from a proportional tax on all factor payments

(recall note 12). Let the tax rate be

TE[0,l).

The rate is set from a government budgetary constraint as follows. Government

st ead y-s tate financial needs at time t will be

Dt-(r - 1).

Given line (18), revenues from new bond issues used to keep Dt growing at the-

"natural rate" will be

(ny - 1) - Dt.
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Depending on the relationship of r and ny, therefore, continuing bond sales may

partially offset interest payments on the existing debt. Taxes must cover the

remainder. So, T must satisfy (in the steady state)

Dt - (r -ny) = T - Qt all t. (19)

Our household bequest model needs little modification. Letting

r* =r (1 -T)

line (7) changes to

X(r*,T) (r*/ny) -"B(X(r*,T),D( ,r*)

+ (1 - T) - Z. (20)

Thus, part (ii) of Proposition 2 shows

X(r*,T) (1 - T) X(r*,0).

Proposition 3 remains valid, as do Propositions 4 and 5 if we replace a(*) with

A(r*,T,t) = A(r*,T,0) ~ E[B(X(r*,T),D(1T)Z,r*)]

= (1 T) E[B(X(r*,0),DZ,r*)]

= (1 - T) A(r*,0,0). (21)

Thus, if S > 0 and r is given, an increase in T will lower A(r*,-r,t) any t by

lowering r* -- hence (see Proposition 5), decreasing A(r*,0,0) -- and by raising

the second argument of A(-) -- hence, decreasing (1 - T)-A(r*,0,0) for any

given r*.-

The new accounting equation for assets is

A(r*,r t) = (Kt+1 + Dt+/(t Pt ) --
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household (bequest) savings must now finance both physical capital and government

debt. Using lines (14), (15), (19), and (21), the equation becomes

A(r*,T,O) = nY(Kt+1 + Dt+1/(wYt+L t+1

ny - E[Z - {Kt+1/(wEt+1)] +

Dt+1 (wEt+1)} = ny .E[Z]

{[1/(1 - a)] - [a/(r - 1)] +

[11(1 - a)J - [T/(r - ny)]} G(r,t). (22)

For any given T, a root r > 1 -- see line (14) -- of this equation determines a

steady state for the new model.

Proposition 5 shows that given (A), (A*), and 6 > 0, A(r,0,0) is nondecreasing

in r. Proposition 4, therefore, establishes that assumption (A), assumption (A*),

and $ > 0 imply line (22) has a single root r* with r* > ny for each TE[0,1) --

see Figure 2. (Given the root and T we can calculate D0 from lines (13), (14), and

(19).) These ideas suffice to prove

Proposition 9: Suppose > 0 and assumptions (A) and (A*) hold. Then within the

set {r: r > ny} there exists one and only one steady-state r -- r = r* in Figure 2.

We have r*s(ny,r).

Figure 2 shows a second steady-state r, r = r** < ny, also exists for each

T > 0 if ny > 1. Besides requiring a capital-to-"effective" labor ratio above the

golden-rule level, however, r = r** and r > 0 imply D0 < 0 -- see Line (19). We

focus our attention exclusively on the root r = r* > ny.



G (r T) G(r ,T)

A(rk, TO)

1 r**l

Figure 2: 'National debt and the steady-state
interest rate
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Consider an increase in T. We have seen this will cause the graph of

A(r*,T,0) in Figure 2 to fall. The graph of G(r,r) will rise, on the other hand.

Thus, r* must increase. This establishes

Proposition 10: Suppose > 0 and assumptions (A) and (A*) hold. Let r*(T)

give the unique value of r* determined in Proposition 9 if T > 0 or in Proposition

6 if T = 0. Then r*(') is increasing. If D0 = 0 = T initially, an increase in

DO (with T endogenously determined by line (19)) must cause r* to rise.

Therefore, if two economies have 6 > 0 and identical parameters except that

DO = T = 0 in one and D0 and T > 0 in the other, the former will have a lower

steady-state interest rate, a higher steady-state capital-to-"effective" labor ratio,

a higher steady-state capital-to-output ratio, and a higher steady-state gross-of-tax

wage rate.

Lines (19) and (22) show that provided s > 0 and r > ny, each tax rate T yields

a unique steady-state D0 and D0 (T) is continuous. Unfortunately, we cannot guarantee

that DO(T) is monotone nondecreasing. However, suppose that government chooses

for each D0 the lowest T compatible with lines (19) and (22). Then T and D0 will

have a nonnegative, monotone relationship, and Proposition 10 will show that larger

choices for D0 yield values for r* which are larger or unchanged. The magnitude of

D0 may be a more natural measure of the size of the national debt that T is.

We can examine in more detail the way Proposition 10 works. Let 6 > 0.

Consider an economy which has no government debt and which has reached its unique

(see Proposition 6) steady state. Then suppose The government issues bonds to

finance one-time--only gift payments to f . Let the economy pass to its

unique new steady state with r* > ny. Proposition 8 shows that when the state is

reached, the effects of the one-time-only transfer payments other than the new

steady-state tax liabilities and stock of public bonds must have completely dis-

appeared. Recall that Barro's (1974) analysis relied on the transfer payments
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themselves to finance Dt all t. In our model, on the other hand, in the new

steady state Dt must be financed entirely from household savings which would

otherwise be available for supporting physical capital.

Not only do the government bonds compete with physical capital for private-

sector financing, but also the taxes needed to service Dt (r - ny) > 0 lower

average steady-state bequest savings as measured in wage units. We can see this

from line (21),

A(r*,r,0) = (1 - T) - A(r*,0,0) <

A(r*,0,0) < A(r,0,0) if r > 0 and 6 > 0.

Roughly speaking, the debt-induced increase in each cohort's current and "ancestral"

taxes causes its bequests to fall (on average) more than the new tax burdens on

"descendants" cause them to rise. The change from r to r* leads to further reductions.

The consequence is a decrease in savings -- as measured in wage units -- just when

the public debt expands. Proposition 10 shows an initial increase in public debt

will also lower the amount of capital or debt each wage unit of bequest saving can

finance.



IV. Social Security

This section introduces an unfunded social security system. Although Barro

(1974) argues that such a system may have no effect on aggregate capital accumula-

tion, we show that if 8 > 0, social security will tend to lower the steady-state

capital-to-"effective" labor ratio in an overlapping-generations version of our

model.

Two-period lives

We first modify our household model to allow a retirement stage of life.

Suppose every family now lives two periods and supplies labor only in the

initial one. Let the steady-state labor income of a family started at time t

be a random sampling from wytZ. Assume we can think of each such a family as

allocating its "total wealth," say, Wtj in its youth among first-period-of-life

consumption, lCtj; second-period-of-life consumption, 2Ctj; and a bequest. We

assume cohorts overlap, so that a first-generation "descendant" receives his

13/
inheritance just as his parents enjoy their retirement-age consumption.--

Consider a time-0 family with "wealth" W. Let B be its bequest, and let S

be its saving at time 0 for retirement consumption at time 1. For a given value

of B, let

u*(W - B) =Mlax{u(W - B - S) + A u(rS)} (23)
S

be the family's lifetime utility -- where u(-) is as in line (2) and A is an

exogenous constant. Then

u*(W - B) = u** -u(WJ - B) (24)

with

u* u(x/(l1+ x)) +I A -u(r/(l1+ x)),

x r / Ca-1) Al/ 0-1)
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(If 6 = 0,

u*(W - B) = u** + u(W -B).)

Replacing u(-) in lines (3) and (5) with u*(-), we have necessary and sufficient

conditions for defining a new version of V(-). Proposition 1 remains valid.

The simple form of u*(.) implies that Propositions 2 and 3 carry over

(without modification) as well. Let A*(r,t) be the normalized average of the

sum of life-cycle and bequest saving for young families at time t. Using Line

(23), if S(W - B) is a family's utility-maximizing S given W and B,

S(W - B) = [11(1 + rV/(-1)1 -1) W- B)

~ s(r) (W - B). (25)

So,

A*(r,t) = A*(r,0) = E[B(X(r),DZ,r)]

+ s(r) . {E[X(r)] -

E[B(X(r),DZ,r)]} all t. (26)

We can see that Proposition 4 remains valid. Proposition 5 carrys over as well:

if a > 0, s'(r) > 0; s(r)E(0,l); so, if r* > r and 3 > 0, the old version Proposition

5 implies

A*(r*,0) >_ E[B(X(r*) ,D ,r*)] +

s(r) {E[X(r*)] - E[B(X(r*),DZ,r*)]}

= [1 - s(r)] -E[B(X(r*),D ,r*)] +

s(r) -E[X(r*)] >

[1 - s(r)] -E[B(X(r) ,D, ,r)] +

,s(r) - E[X(r)] = A*(r,0).
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Propositions 6 - 8 also continue to hold.

A social security system

Let a family initiated at time t and earning a labor income of Yt have a

social-security payroll tax obligation of

aYe.

We assume

ac [0,1).

We also assume the family will receive a retirement benefit payment of

anyYt'

The social security system will have no trust fund; provided the economy has

reached a steady state, aggregate payroll tax receipts and benefit payments will

just balance. For the sake of simplicity, we exclude national debt and all taxes

other than a from the model.

Steady-state growth

We now compare the steady states of economies with a = 0 and a > 0.

First consider family bequests. If a family's gross-of-tax labor income is

Yt, its after-tax labor earnings (plus social security benefits) will be

Yt - a- [1 - (ny/r)] Yt = O(r,a) -"Yt'(27)

We have

r > ny implies O(r,a)s(0,1]

and 36(r,a)/ac < 0. (28)

Suppose the family's inheritance is It. Then its net "total wealth" will be

W= G(r ,a) -Yt +It

Its bequest will be
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t-= B(Wt,De(ro)wYtZ r) --

with B(-) as in Section I. When r > ny, for a given r, w, and Wt, we could prove

the family's bequest will be larger if o > 0 than if a = 0.

Next consider the stationary distribution of normalized "total wealth" values,

however. Line (7) becomes

$(r , a) (rf ny) -B X(, ),6r , () Ztr

+ 6(r,a)Z.

Part (ii) of Proposition 2 shows, therefore, that

x(r, a) t 6 (r, o) "-X(r,0) .

So,

E[x(ra) ] = 8(r,a) -"E [X(r,0) ] (29)

and, using Proposition 2 again,

E[B( (rc),D 8 r,)Z'r)

O(r,c) E[B(X(r,O),DZ,r)]. (30)

Thus, for a given r, an unfunded social security program lowers the average norma-

lized steady-state bequest if r >_ ny.

Social security also affects life-cycle saving. Line (25) shows that if

a = 0, a time-t family with "wealth" Wt and bequest Bt would choose to save for

life-cycle purposes

s(r) * (W - Bt)

in its first period of life. From the family's perspective, however, a social

security system both changes the net labor earnings component of W and transf ers

income from the first to the second period of life. Thus, if S*(Wt - t't,J) is

a family's f irst-period-of -life saving for retirement, and if Wt is net "total

wealth,"-
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S*(Wt ~BtYt,a) = s(r) - (Wt - Bt)

- anyYt/r --

where s(-) is def ined in line (25) .

Let A**(r,a,t) be average steady-state asset holdings carried from period

t to t + 1 by young families and normalized by wy -- where is given in gross-

of -tax terms. Then lines (26), (29), and (30) imply

A**(r,a,t) = A**(r,c,0) =

E [B (X(r , a) ,D8 r, )Z'r)] +

s(r) {E [X(r,uc) ] -

E[B(X(ra),DO r a)Z'r)]} -

(anylr) - E[Z] = 6(r,a) A*(r,0)

- (on-y/r) - E[Z]. (31)

We have already seen that Propositions 4 and 5 hold for A*(-).

As in Section II, the asset accounting equation for society,

A**(r,o,0) = K /(wyt P ),

will determine the steady-state interest rate, r - 1. Using lines (14) and (15)

the equation becomes

A**(r,o,0) = ny - E [Z] - [Kt+ (w Et+

- [ny E[Z]/(1 - a)] -[a/(r - 1)].

So, line (31) yields

8( *a A*(r,0) = ny - E[Z]-

(a /r)}. (32)
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Let

p(r) r/(r - 1)

and

e*(r,a) = r - e(r,a) = (1 - a) - r + nya.

Then multiplying line (32) through by r,

8*(r,a) -"A*(r,O) = (ny - E[1) '

{[a/(1 - a)] -i(r) + a}. (33)

If B > 0, the left-hand side of (33) is finite, nonnegative, continuous in r, and

nondecreasing in r for each rE[l,r). It diverges to ° as rtr and, as in Section

II, is undefined for r > r. Because V'(r) < 0 and i(1) = c, the right-hand side

is finite, continuous, positive, and decreasing for all r > 1. It diverges to

o as r+1. As shown in Figure 3, therefore, there will be a unique r* = r*(a)

Proposition 11: Assume conditions (A) and (A*) hold, B > 0, and. cr[0,l). Then

our model has a unique steady-state r = r* with r* = r*(a)e(l,r).

Suppose we also have r*(a) > ny. Then line (28) shows that an increase in

a will lower (or leave unchanged) the graph of the left-hand side of line (33)

in Figure 3. The graph of the right-hand side will rise. Thus, Figure 3 gives

Proposition 12: Suppose assumptions (A) and (A*) hold, a[0,1), and S > 0.

Then the unique r* = r*(a) is an increasing function of a if r*(c) > ny.

Therefore, if the economy has not accumulated physical capital beyond the

golden-rule level, and if B > 0, an enlargement of the role of the social security

system (in the sense of an increase in a) will raise the steady-state interest

rate. Hence, the steady-state output-to-capital ratio will rise, the capital-to-

"effective" labor ratio will fall, and the wage rate (in both net and gross terms)

will fall.



I
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of (33)
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of (33)

r
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Figure 3: Steady-state outcomes with
social security
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The effects are generated through two channels: Suppose B > 0 and r > ny.

Then at any given (gross) vage rate social security reduces each family's net-of-

tax lifetime labor income, thereby causing steady-state average bequests measured in

(gross) wage units to decline; and, social security reduces family life-cycle

saving. As in Section III, although second-period-of-Life households receive a

windfall at the time a social security systen (with no trust fund) is created,

yroposition 8 shows that the windfall has no effect on the new steady state of the

economy.



V Conclusion

We have presented a model of family bequest behavior with finite budget

constraints and increasing, strictly concave indirect utility functions. We.

prove the existence of a steady state and present a parameter constraint, 6 > 0,

sufficient to guarantee uniqueness in our simplest formulation. An important

implication of the model is that in a steady state, some families in each cohort

will choose not to leave bequests (and they will not be "borderline cases" in

this regard).

Sections III and IV deal with applications of the basic model. Given a > 0

and interest rates above the golden-run level, Section III shows that moving from

no government debt to a positive one will lower the steady-state capital-to-

"effective" labor ratio. Section IV shows that in the same circumstances, an

unfunded social security system will likewise reduce the economy's capital intensity.

Part of the reason for each result is the phenomenon (in a different guise)

mentioned at the end of the preceding paragraph -- once the economy has reached

a steady state in our model, the windfall effects of instituting a government debt

or social security system will have been completely damped out (see Proposition 8).

We find, in fact, that changes in steady-state bequest saving may serve to

reinforce the reactions (to various policies) revealed in models with no inheri-

tances -- see, for example, Diamond (1965), Phelps and Shell (1969), Samuelson (1975),

and Kotlikoff (1979). Whether we can profitably study the long-run impact of public

debt and social security with the latter type of model is an empirical question.

We have not ruled out the possibility that bequest behavior can almost

neutralize the effects of additions to the national debt (or increases in social

security benefits) in the short run -- the "short run" perhaps lasting for

generations. A rigorous study of-~non-steady-state growth paths in the context of

our model is, however, beyond the scope of this paper.



Appendix

I. Proof of part (iv) of Proposition 2.

We assume S> 0. The case with = 0 is analogous.

Stp1: Let V (W, r) Eu(W) . Recursively define Vi+ 1 (W, r) = Max( u(W -B) +0 B> 0

nhY E[V. (Y + rB/ (ny),r) } =u (W - B l (W,r) + nh-y KE[V (Y 4- rB i+ (W,r) /

(ny),r)I] all i > 0 where Y = wZ. Then it is not difficult to see that each B 0')

is uniquely defined and lita 1iBi(W,r) = B (1,r) each W and r --- see page 472 of

Laitner (1979b).

Step 2: Suppose r* > r and Bk(W,r)<B W*)al.LeB (r sndfrk")
k_ kk

with (rlr*) " Z replacing Z in Step 1. It is rnot difficult to see (using induction

on k) that BC(W,r) > B (jW,r) all W, r, and k.

The envelope theorem shows 3V (W,r)/ = u' (W - Bk(Wr) Apofsila

to the one used for part (i) of Proposition 2 shows kW) = W - B (W,r), and

C*(W,r) = W- B*(W r) are increasing in W for all k and r. Similarly, we can
k k

easily extend part (ii) of Proposition 2 to apply for all Bk(') and B*(. )

Let A (r)= rhy 1. Suppose 0 < Bk~l&7r)<B 4 1 Wr. Te 'W-B~(~)

u' (W -B k+l (W,r*)) > A(r*) E[u' (Y + r*Bk+l (W,r*)/(ny) - Bk(Y +I r*Bk~ (W, r*)I/

(rl),r*))] = (r*/rA -A(r*) " E[u'(Y . (r/r*) + rB (W,r*)I(ny) -B*(Y * (r/r*) +k+l
r -1

rB (W r*)/ (ny),r*))] > (r*/r) t (r*) E[u'i(Y + rE (W ,r*)/(ny) - B*(Y +- rBk~
k+l '_ k+l kkl

(W,r*)/ (ny),r*)) ] _=(r*fr) A(r) " E[.] > A~r) "E [."] > L(r) . E[u t (Y + r (r)

(nY) - Bk (Y + rBk (W,r*) /(nT) ,r*))I] > A (r) E.[u' (Y + r3k~ (W,r*) /(ny)

BkY+ rBk (W r*) /(ny) ,r)) ] > A(r) E [u' (Y + rBk (W,r) /(ny) - Bk(Y ~+()r
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Bk(W,r*) > Bk(W,r) all W and k. Thus, B(W,r*) = liIp-,Bk(W,r*) > limp Bk(Wr) =

B(W,r) all W. /

II. Proof of Proposition 5.

Let X0 (r) = Z. Recursively define Xi+1(r) = (r/ny) - B(X (r),D ,r)~ + Z

all i > 0.

For any random variables R and R* we say DR> DR*if DR(x) < DR*(x) all x.

Then the nonnegativity of all bequests implies DX0 > DX. SupposeZ22' ZtiZ0 Z

and each is independent. Then X2"t (r/(ny)) - B[(r/(ny)) - B(Z2 ,DZ,r) + Z1 ,D ,r] +

0 and1 X1t(r/(ny))- B[,D ,r] + 0. So, part (i) of Proposition 2 implies

DX2 > DX1. Continuing in this way, we can see that DXi+1 > DXi all i > 0. Thus,

DXi + DX monotonically -- with X as in Proposition 3.

Let r* > r. Then part (iv) of Proposition 2 shows DXi(r*) > DX1 (r)y- Using

inductionon i, DX.(r*) - xmDX.(r) all i. So, DX(r*) = 1im (DX(r*) - lim.DX.(r)

DX(r . Thus E [X(r*) ] > E [X(r) ] , and E [B (X(r*) , D r*) ] > E[B (X(r) ,Dz, r*)] >

E[B(X(r),D ,r)]. /

III. Proof of Proposition 8.

The proof of Proposition 9 in Laitner (1979a) shows that there exists a_

number C* > 0 and an integer T > 0 such that N(m+1)T <N * (1-*) - nT. Thus,

N < [(1 - C*)n]m* N . So N* = (1 - c*)N /P . Hence, lim N* = 0. ThemT 0  eMT 0 0 er mT

same reasoning yields lim N* = 0 any i = 1,...,T - 1.
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FOOTNOTES

1. This is not true in the bequest models of Atkinson (1971), Becker and Tomes

(1979), and Blinder (1975), for example. The latter models will reproduce neither

Barro's results nor our own, however.

2. Line (2) imposes homotheticity on the function of line (1) -- see Theorem

2.4-4 of Katzner (1970), for instance.

3. This could be rigorously established using part (iii) of Proposition 2 below.

4. Barro -- see page 1100 -- imposes this same constraint in his

analysis.

5. See also note 1 of Laitner (1979a).

6. Use line (1). Page 405 of Laitner (1979a) supplies more details.

7. Page 470 of Laitner (1970b) presents more details.

8. To derive yt B(W/yt ,D ), replace V(-) on the right-hand side of line (3)

with tV(-) and then use lines (2) and (4).
tt

9. Note that w = y w is the wage rate for a natural unit of labor at time tt

and w is the wage for an "effective" (or augmented) unit.

10. The bequest of a generation-t family with "wealth" W is yt W/t,D)

Part (ii) of Proposition 2 shows this equals B(W,D ). Part (iii) of Proposition

tt2 carries over if we replace w with wy

11. Barro (1974) does not consider an endless economy in detail. See, however,

his pages 1104-1106.

12. In this subsection we should think of all taxes as being collected from labor

incomes (or, equivalently, as being lump-sum taxes) . The outcome in the next

subsection would hold ,for this type of taxes -- although results become even more

emphat ic wit h a g ener al pr opor tional t ax on all f ac tor paymen ts .

13. Clearly there are other ways of arranging this model -- depending on the

life-cycle timing of decisions .and information availability.
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